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F1GURE I. The Pope John XXI In

ternational Prize for Medical Ethics. 

Obverse of bronze med,allion by con
temporary Portuguese  artist Joao da 

Silva, showing Petrus Hispanus as
Pope John XXI. Appearing with the 
caduceus to the left  are the years of 
his birth and death. On the right 
the seal of Portugal surmounts the
arms of John XXL The reverse de
picts the scriptural sce.ne of Christ
curing the blind (Luke 18:41-42). 
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Editor's Note: Or. Laforet was awarded 
the John XXI MC'dal in )962, for his 
paper, "The 'Ho1lclcss' Case." (cf. LQ, 
Aug. 1962, pp. 126-143.) 
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